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Executive summary
This tender submission has been in written by Happy Wheels for the purpose of
demonstrating that Happy Wheels is capable of fulfilling the requirements of design company
Curtin's The Avengineers, which company has made the design package for the client EMPACT.
Evidences of Happy Wheels's understanding of design and manufacturing method will be clarified
in this document.
Apparently, the tender evaluation criteria set out by Curtin's The Avengineers have been
accurately. Hence, the package mentioned is needed to be considered and evaluated favorably.
Experienced and qualified contractor members in terms of assembling of the Mars Lander vehicle
are required by almost design companies. Mars Lander car which can be considered as a good
example of our ability as well as experience on this area was built by Happy Wheels.
Moreover, Happy Wheel's design team has worked with a variety of technical drawings
with reading step-by-step procedures. Technical equipments and tools, for example Drop Saws,
Drill Presses, Ban Saws, Hand Drills were used to assemble the car.
The car durable test conditions, which is rolling down a slope between 3045 degrees for 2 metres and falling through a vertical drop of 1 metre without sustaining any
significant damage, were conducted. Accordingly, the car exhibited a good quality.
Happy Wheels are proud of their staffs, capabilities and reputation. Happy Wheels together
with Curtin's The Avengineers are strongly believe to finish the Mars Lander manufacture before
the deadline with best quality and highest client satisfaction with a long-term warranty.
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1.0 Introduction
This document contains the Happy Wheels tender submission for the construction of the EMPACT
Mars Lander. This document has been written based on the criteria proposed by Curtin's The

Avengineers document TEC_4.pdf. Each section of the document stated will be responded to as well as
provided concrete evidence.

2.0 Design package review
A design review has been completed by the Happy Wheels for the purpose ensure that the project
has been fully understood

2.1 Understanding of design
The design is based on the principle of combining recyclable materials with modified and shaped
materials together. Adhesives are used to enhance and support the sustainability of the structure. The
dimension of the body made of wood must be precisely machined according to the parameters required
220mm x 90mm x 30mm. Drilling two holes with a diameter of 6.91mm on the thickness of the body will
be advantageous if the above parameters are guaranteed. Two straws with a length of 110mm and a
width of 7mm are pierced through two new holes that will act as sleeves. Two cylindrical metal rods with
a length of 250 mm and a diameter of 6.3 mm rotate inside the straws act as wheel axels. The wheels
made from the top and the bottom of one third coke cans must be connected together with duct tape,
these wheels must be perforated at the bottom so that they can be connected to the axles.
The body of the car as currently designed will be suitable for the purpose of carrying a Stubby
Holder with a length 107mm and a diameter of 73 mm. Some parts are connected by glue and tape duct
such as wheels, contact points between the wheels and the axels, the contact surface between the Stubby
Holder and the top of the body are feasible to implement. These units are strong enough to withstand the
impact of the EFPC tests.

2.2 Client brief compliance
The Client EMPACT requires a vehicle so that is capable to pass the EFPC test. The test is a slope
between 30-45 degrees with 2 meters long and it is 1 meter from the ground. The vehicle rolling down
from the top of the slope then falling through a vertical drop of 1 meter without sustaining any significant
damage. Table 1 provides a summary of dimension of the main parts.
Table 1
Body
Wheels
Axels
Straw
Stubby Holder

Length (mm)
220
60
250
110
107

Width (mm)
90
7
-
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Height (mm)
30
-

Diameter (mm)
66
6.3
73
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The dimension of all these parts has shown in table 1 have reached the requirement of client EMPACT.
The entire footprint of the prototype vehicle must fit within an A3 sheet of paper (420mm x 297mm), with
no portion of the assembly overhanging the boundary. The maximum height of any portion of the
prototype is 210mm.
Table 2 provides a list of material and the prices of each material as well as the name of the store where
can purchase.
Table 2
Wood
Aluminum cans
Glue
Axels
Straw
Stubby Holder
Duct Tape

Price
$8.33/1200mm
$6/10 pack
$2.77/12 pack
$2.62/1000mm
$2/100 pack
$1.8/each
$3.65/ roll

Quantity
220mm
4
12
500mm
2
1
1

Store
Bunnings
Coles
Bunnings
Bunnings
Coles
Coles
Bunnings

Recyclable
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

The total cost is $27.17, which is an acceptable value and in accordance with the criteria that client
EMPACT offered.
Table 3 provides a list of the tools needed to create a product Mars Lander.
Table 3
Tools/ Alternative tools
Drill
or
preferably
press
Hot glue gun
Hand
saw
Scissors

saw

or

drill

circular

Function
drill the axle holes in the wood
block chassis
Connect body part
cut the wood block to size.

Requirement
Drill
bit
needs
to
be 6.91mm
Gun must feed 11mm
diameter glue sticks.
-

cut the aluminum cans

-

These tools are popular and effective, they can be used easily during the construction.

2.3 Concerns and solutions
The Happy Wheels has 2 concerns relating to the design of Mars Lander. The first relates to the
necessity of the component parts. It is a concern that the two straws with a length of 110mm and a
diameter of 6.8mm placed outside of the shaft are unnecessary. In fact, the function of this part is
ambiguous and it also does not contribute to stabilizing the motion of the wheel axle as well as supporting
the general structure. It is recommended that 2 straws should be eliminated completely to save time and
cost, while using smaller drill bits to create 6.5mm holes.
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The second relates to the strength of material. It is concern that The wheels made from cans of
coke can be deformed on the EFPC test. The thickness of the wheels is very thin, in test drop from 1m
height the distorted wheels are probable. The wheels are not only impacted by gravity, they are also
affected by the whole body structure. It is recommended that fill the sand inside the wheel through the
hole which is used to attach the wheel shaft. In addition, tape is used to roll along the perimeter of the
wheel to increase the strength of the wheels.

3.0 Criteria
This tender submission is answered by listing the criteria in a italic font then each criterion will be
responded to by Happy Wheels in normal font.

3.1 Experience and qualification
3.1.1 Recognized Qualifications
Do any of your team members have any professionally recognized skills and/or qualifications
which may be relevant to the construction of a small model consisting of wood, metal, and plastic? E.g.
Cert 2 in Woodwork
Happy Wheels is a company specialized in engineering, members of Happy Wheels are attending
and working at Curtin University. Each member possesses a wealth of experience in the engineering
disciplines. Happy Wheels is capable of creating high precision parts that meet the standards of the
designer with minimum tolerances. As can be seen in Appendix 4.1, plastic bottle, body made of wood is
processed and assembled at high precision. 0

3.1.2 Experience with Technical Procedure
Do any of your team members have prior experience in interpreting technical drawings
and/or reading step-by-step procedures, even in a non-professional scenario?
Happy Wheel has sufficient experience in drawing techniques as well as using proficient
professional drawing software such as AutoCAD and Photoshop. Happy Wheels also experienced the stepby-step reading of all drawings including amateur drawings. The correct reading of the drawing is shown
through the our work, as can be seen in Appendix 4.2,the details of Happy Wheels's drawing have been
shown through accurate assembly modeling. 5

3.1.3 Experience using Machinery
Do any of your team members have prior experience safely operating machinery such as Drop
Saws, Drill Presses, Ban Saws, Hand Drills and/or other power tools?
Happy Wheels possesses sufficient knowledge in the operation of safety equipment.
Understanding the operating principles as well as the functionality of the machines is an advantage of
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Happy Wheels. Machines such as Saws, Drill Presses, Ban Saws, Hand Drills... are the tools used by Happy
Wheels several times in stage 1. Therefore, Happy Wheels is confident in its ability and experience to
create products that satisfy the requirements of client EMPACT. 3

3.1.4 Experience in Manual Processing
Do any of your team members have prior experience in manual processing of wood and or/plastic?
E.g. the use of sandpaper, wood/plastic/super glue, hand saws and/or production of wooden/plastic
models?
Each member of Happy Wheels is skilled on handling materials such as wood and plastic by hands.
Manual operations has been accumulated and trained through stage 1. The sample, as can be seen in
Appendix 4.3, the plastic bottle was cut a line along the bottle body so that it could accommodate a
smaller bottle, this detail is completely handmade. 2

3.2 Access to equipment
3.2.1 Access to Power Tools
Do any of your team members have access to power tools within their homes which they are
able to use including the following: Drill Presses, Ban Saws, Hand Drills, Hand Saws, fractional drill
bits (~6.5mm) etc.?
Most of the Happy Wheels members are equipped with the tools listed above such as Drill Presses,
Ban Saws, Hand Drills, Hand Saws, fractional drill bits (~6.5mm)..., these tools are able to operate and
available for use immediately. 3

3.2.2 Access to manual processing tools
Do any of your team members have access to manual processing tools within their homes
which they are able to use including the following: sandpaper, wood/plastic/super glue,
scissors, hand file?
Similar with power tools, Happy Wheels's members own manual processing tools such as
sandpaper, wood, plastic and super glue in their homes. Even these tools are used daily and are used in
a proficient manner by company member. 1

3.2.3 Access to workspace
Do any of the above specified members have an accessible area, such as a workshop, in their
home where they can safely use the above tools.
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Happy Wheels' workplace is home to a member of the company. Happy Wheels has confirmed
that this is the ideal workplace with all the necessary tools for construction. This is a convenient place for
storing tools as well as EMPACT products. Please note that missing tools will be brought by other members
from their home. 2

3.2.4 Access to recycled materials
Do any of your team members have access to any of the following recycled materials:
• 375mL Aluminium Cans
• Clear Tape
• Stubby Holders
• Wooden planks/blocks more than 22cm long and 9cm wide.
• Super Glue
Happy Wheels has rated recyclable materials such as Aluminium cans, clear tapes, Stubby Holder,
wooden planks and super glues as universal and easy to find as well as replaceable if needed. Please note
that the shape and dimensions of the material will be processed as required in table 1 and 2. 3

3.3 Accessibility
3.3.1 Access to hardware store
Do any of your team members have access to a hardware store (e.g. Bunnings Warehouse), less
than 10 minutes away by any conventional mode of transport?
The members of Happy Wheels have their own transportation options such as cars, public
transport and walking. In case of necessity, members who do not have their own means of transport will
be supported by the remaining members in order to meet this criterion. 2

3.3.2 Access to supermarket
Do any of your team members have access to a general store (e.g. Coles, Woolworths), less than
10 minutes away by any conventional mode of transport?
Happy Wheels members are always ready to access a general store such as Coles, Woolworths,
IGA... less than 10 minutes. Happy Wheels has rated these supermarkets to be very much distributed
around their members' living areas, which can be reached by any means of transportation. 3
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3.3.3 Ease to travel
Do any of your team members have access to a vehicle, a driver’s license, and the ability to freely
use this vehicle to travel to the locations listed above? Do any of your team members have daily
access to public transport?
Majority of the member of the Happy Wheels own personal vehicles such as cars. Moreover, all
members of the possession of the driver's license certificate and able to access the general store and
hardware store. Happy Wheels members also have the ability to travel by public transport under certain
circumstances. Smart Rider Card is a popular choice. 10

3.3.4 Proximity of team members
Do any of your team members live within 30 minutes of each other by any conventional mode
of transport?
Happy Wheels members do not live near each other, some cases may take up to 2 hour to travel.
However, the timing and location of the meetings are planned by Happy Wheels at least one day in
advance. Members have personal transportation always able to support the remaining members 3

3.4 Liability and other considerations
3.4.1 Responsibility for material loss
Are your team members willing to take responsibility for, and potentially pay for, any
damage to materials during the construction or testing process. i.e. if materials were broken/faulty, would
you replace them as oppose to attempting to use them in the construction?
Happy Wheels is always willing to take responsibility and pay for damage during construction as
well as in tests. However, payment and accountability must be considered in the rationality of the two
parties. This means that if damage occurs but the fault does not belong to Happy Wheels, Happy Wheels
will not be responsible or pay for such damage. 5

3.4.2 Ability to work to deadline
Do you consider your team able to complete the construction of the model more than 6 hours
before the deadline?
Happy Wheels has carefully estimated and calculated that the assembly of the model takes less
than six hours exclude the time travel to the shop to buy materials. These things are completely grounded.
Previously, Happy Wheels ever took 4 hours to complete a similar car model. 0
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3.4.3 Other notes/limitations
Are there any other limitations imposed on your team or team members which would affect the
construction process that you would be willing to disclose?
Happy Wheels insists that the company does not have any obstacles as well as negative factors
that affect the construction process. Happy Wheels will response all requirements from client EMPACT
as well as design companies Curtin's The Avengineers.
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4.0 Appendices
4.1 Appendix 4.1 - Mars Lander is assembled with high precision
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4.2 Appendix 4.2 - Drawing and Mars Lander car model of Happy Wheels
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4.3 Appendix 4.3 - Details are processed by hand of Happy Wheels
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